My dear Fisher.

Here is a copy of a note I am considering whether to put at the end of my paper. No one will understand it, except perhaps you! But-it is a curious point, on which I have consulted a psychologist without success. You will get a proof of my paper before long, without which this will be hardly intelligible. On another
poin: I don't see why you consider yourself responsible about the present row. Mudge is an impulsive, hot-headed type, and he would try to turn us into an anti-Semitic society. This, to me, would be most objectionable, though I don't love that race. A general effort to check all immigration would have my sympathy. It seems to me a more practicable time to stop an attack on a race.

A poverty and physical rest could be made to keep out 95% of the time who want to come from Poland, for example.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]